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Science, Ethics, and Praxis: Getting it All TogetherCalvin B. DeWitt

It was late evening and some students approached me with a question.  They had heard mylecture earlier that day at the symposium on God, the Environment, and the Good Life at theUniversity of New Hampshire.  "How do you as a scientist, a student of the Scriptures, andsomeone directly involved in town politics, put it all together?"  We moved to a table, talking.  Ireached for a napkin on which I sketched a triangle.Science and EthicsSince my youth I have kept my science and theology together.  The main reason was that, inthe Reformed Tradition, I had not only learned that study of science and theology wasrespectable and legitimate, but also that science and our religious faith were compatible. Science was esteemed, as were the arts, politics, and the trades.  Also esteemed was our "ruleof faith and practice" -- the Bible-- and the theological research and scholarship that enrichedour understanding of Scripture.  Integrity was the mark of both the Creation and the Word, andalso of the relation between them, the reason being that both shared the same Author-- theAuthor who was persistently just and perpetually consistent.In my youth I learned that there is great concordance between the world of nature and theBible-- the two great books enjoyed by my culture.  How the natural world works (studied byscience) was in accord with what is right (studied by theology and illuminated by the Bible). And so for these students, I wrote "Science" at one corner of my triangle, and "Ethics" atanother.  Parenthetically, under "Science" I added the explanatory question, "(How does theworld work?)," and under "Ethics," "(What is right?)."As a child I developed a deep interest in reptiles-- an interest that continued through my teensand on into my graduate studies.  And it was from experience gained while researching thephysiology and behavior of reptiles on the desert of southern California that the label I wouldnow write for the third point of the triangle began to emerge.  I was doing my work for mydoctorate in zoology at The University of Michigan which brought me to the desert in search ofmy subject, the Desert Iguana.  It was on the desert that I learned something about our speciesthat previously had not struck me: we have immense capacity for taking action on things and inareas we know next to nothing about.  Uninformed by science and ethics, or even eschewingscientific and ethical knowledge, we can and do act upon the world in ways that have greatconsequence, and often do so not only in ignorance, but also in cultured ignorance.  I had selected a site for study of the environmental physiology of Desert Iguanas on the alluvialfan at the mouth of Deep Canyon-- a dry river delta-- several miles to the east of Palm Springs. Once in a century or so, this canyon would discharge floodwaters from torrential rains in theSan Jacinto Mountains, spouting them onto this delta which fanned the waters out to the desertbeyond.  However, almost always it was as we observed it then: a quiet, dry, gently slopingplain, overlooking the desert below.  Its infrequent deluges were mutely announced by anIndian village whose remains rested high and off to one edge out of flood's reach-- aproclamation of the wisdom of an earlier people.  Water's arid absence here did not diminishthe ominous reality displayed in this sloping plain.  Had a torrential rain dumped onto themountains above, we might have been swept off our study site by its floodwaters.
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As my wife and I studied how the Desert Iguana survived on this hot dry delta, we were startledone day by jobbers who parked their tank truck near us, sprinkled water on the desert for a fewdays, laid down a concrete slab on the wet soil, and built a house on it.  It was one of manybuildings that would be placed on this plain.  House would be added to house, and lot to lot,until the city of Palm Desert would cover most of the sloping delta.  At some point during thenext few decades my study site would become the approach lane to a drive-in bank and,unfortunately the abundant population of Desert Iguanas there would be reduced to a singleexample, housed in the local zoo.Below my study site toward Palm Springs, a second surprise of similar nature came when menand machines arrived and leveled some shifting sand dunes.  The areas they flattened weresprinkled from tank trucks, followed by a similar slab-laying and house-building sequence.  Theflattened dunes had been subdivided by lines scribed on a plat map and were transformed intoa housing "development" that was acclaimed by a leading national magazine.  Driving my carthrough drifting sand on paved streets I had come upon a brand new ranch-style house,cracked in the middle with one end hanging downward into a wind-scoured hole.  At a nearbyresidence a neighbor complained that Riverside County did not send plow trucks frequentlyenough to keep streets clear of drifting sand.  People settling there acted as though they did notknow where they had chosen to live.  Their subdivision stood in blowing winds and the shiftingdunes of the open desert.  In their air-conditioned oblivion did not know where they lived.Human knowledge about how the world works (science), and about what is right (ethics), hadlittle effect on what people did there in the desert.  The dune levelers had transformed dirt-cheap land into high-priced lots.  Human settlers to whom they sold knew nothing of shiftingdunes or alluvial fans.  Neither did their interior quarters of house and cars permit them to knowthe desert's searing heat.  The "developed" landscape stood in mute testimony to culturedignorance of these home bodies.  Living there, they did not know where they lived.  Desertresidents, they knew nothing of the science and ethics of desert life.  Their praxis was divorcedfrom desert knowledge and wisdom.The Science-Ethics-Praxis TriadOn third corner of the napkin I wrote "Praxis," adding beneath it the parenthetical question,"(What then must we do?)."  Now completed, the triangle's corners were occupied by "Science,""Ethics," and "Praxis."  This triad would provide the framework for addressing the students'question.
                                                      Science                                                        /       \                                                      /           \                                                    /               \                                                   /                   \                                                /                       \                                              /                           \                                                              /                               \                                        Ethics ------------------- Praxis
Today, as I write, I am not in the desert of southern California nor in the beech-maple forest ofNew Hampshire, but on a glacial drumlin in Waubesa Wetlands-- a large marsh 4 miles southof Madison, Wisconsin.  Here we have our home, and here I study creatures whose wateryhabitats I and my neighbors have worked to save.  While my lizard study site now is covered bya city where people live alone in the land-- absent the desert creatures-- my wetland study siteremains occupied by all kinds of native wetland creatures.  Surrounding it is my Town of Dunn,
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whose land stewardship plan helps people understand, serve, and keep this and other wetlandecosystems.  The town stewardship plan encourages restoration of the landscape, protectsagricultural lands, and strives to transmit an intergenerational heritage of homes and habitatsfor the animals, plants, and people that live here.  We live largely in accord.While house-building on slabs poured onto desert sands alerted me to the question of praxis, itmainly was service to my wetland and my town that brought the third point to that napkin.  Asorganizer and steward of the Waubesa Wetlands Scientific and Agricultural Preserve, and asSupervisor and later as Chair of the Town of Dunn, I came to realize that science and ethics dono earthly good unless put into practice.  I also came to realize there what I had learned on thedesert: praxis uninformed by science and ethics usually creates more problems than aresolved.The science-ethics-praxis triad depicts a way of thinking, with each of its three pointsilluminating and illuminated by the other two.  It represents a way of life in whichaccomplishment is sought in the company of scientific and ethical knowledge.  It pictures asustained and dynamic interaction among science, ethics and praxis as requisite for integrity inindividual lives, in community, and in the wider world.  While partly achievable at each corner ofthe triad, integrity is not fully achievable apart from the dynamic interaction of all three.  Pursuitof integrity through this dynamic interaction enables development of a worldview that degradesneither us nor the world-- a worldview that can achieve and sustain quality in land and life.But WILL these three operate in dynamic interaction?  Will they interact in ways that willpreserve and achieve integrity of human life and environment?  That all depends upon what weknow and understand and know about ourselves and the world (science), what we believe weshould do (ethics), and what we in fact do and how we respond to our successes and failures(praxis).  Beyond this, it also depends upon our will.  Will we, if given the opportunity, strive fora quality world?   If so, what enables or motivates us to do so?  What would make us strive1relentlessly for integrity in land and in life?Taking Actions on Things for Which There is No TheoryWhile having operated in ways consonant with this science-ethics-praxis triad for decades, Ihad not articulated it until that meeting around a table in New Hampshire.  Having acted upon itfor decades, it was only then I became aware of how to represent what I had been doing. Thus, this experience not only provided a framework, but also taught me that I had beenengaged for a long time in something I have not previously articulated-- something for which Idid not have a framework or theory.Operating without a framework or theory was something about which I became even moreaware following a lecture I gave to the Land Resources class at Au Sable Institute on the Townof Dunn in 1995.  I had told the class how when, as Town Chair, I and my fellow citizens haddeveloped and implemented a land stewardship plan, and how after a couple of decades ofwork our town was granted the Renew America Award for growth management in 1995.  Earlierthat summer at Au Sable I had presented a series of ethical principles in my openingstewardship address based on research into biblical texts.  I had presented these principles asbasic for developing a responsible caring for the land and its life.And now, following my lecture on the Town of Dunn, I was being asked by the Land Resourcesclass, "How were you able to implement these obviously biblical principles in the public square--in your Town of Dunn?"  I was surprised by my answer, and so was my audience.  I told themthat when I held town office, I had not yet articulated these principles.  They had not occurred tome and I had not sought to discover them.  I explained that it was only after concluding myterms of political office in Dunn that I spelled out these principles, not before.  In exploring mysurprising answer, I also observed that what we did in the Town of Dunn, however,nevertheless was fully consistent with the principles that I had not then articulated.
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As I answered the questions from this class, I recalled the comment made to me by a pastorfriend a few years earlier, "Cal, you are doing things for which we do not yet have a theory."  Hehad told me then what I was better coming to realize now.  I had been operating more out ofwho I was rather than from any systematized body of knowledge.  Of course, this again raisesthe question of how we can act upon something we have not articulated.A Matrix of Telling Stories and Singing SongsThe answer lies largely, but not exclusively, in storytelling and songsinging.  It is as much thestory telling and song singing, as it is analytical scientist, that provides the explanation.  Myyouth was immersed in story-telling and song-singing, but not merely this.  The stories we weretold and the songs we sung were all tied together to form a system of remarkable consistencyand integrity.  Nearly every story and song was consistent with every other.  All had theirinterconnections with other stories and songs.  Story-telling and song-singing, with cross-referencing integrity, formed a major part of the matrix from which my work developed then andcontinues to do even now.  Theory and framework, when they come, frequently follow praxis,not the other way around.Beyond these stories and songs was their exposition.  It was exposition by my elders, and ittook two forms: word and deed.  Accompanying the stories and songs were expositorysermons-- scholarly analyses in which the content and meaning of these songs and storieswere unpacked, elaborated, analyzed, explained.  For me there were 1000 of these from ages 6to 16, all delivered with deliberate consistency and integrity.  Stories and songs there were butexplained and elaborated in every scholarly way.  Beyond oral exposition was exposition indeed: the expository lives of people had developed and grown from the matrix to publish in landand life.  These people themselves became living stories and songs: lives to be told and work tobe sung.  They lived their lives as psalms.Stories, songs, and their exposition in word and deed-- these, interactively and with consistentmutual integrity, formed the matrix from which we grew our lives.  It was from this matrix thatpraxis emerged for me.  Beginning in the confined world of my childhood home, it graduallyextended outward to neighborhood children and families, customers on my newspaper route,activities at church and school, and the work of learning and teaching in the university.  Fromthere, the matrix fed and nourished my praxis in the Town of Dunn and into the wider world.How can one practice things for which one does not yet have a theory?  From a consistent andintegrated matrix of stories and songs and their scholarly and practical exposition.Of course, in discovering this, I have come to wonder as a scientist, "What is the nature of thissystem of stories and songs?  What is the nature of their scholarly and practical exposition?"  Inattempting to answer these questions, I come to a difficulty that is particularly troublesome. How I describe, in our time, what I believe, without being misunderstood or thought to befreakish?  Shouldn't we simply leave matters of belief undiscussed in our pluralistic society? Should I take the risks associated with describing something of the matrix from which I havedeveloped?The Problem with Religion, Birthplaces, and BirthdaysMy colleague at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Raymond Kessel, has helped me herevery much, unbeknown to him.  He is a geneticist, and also counsellor in human genetics.  In aseminar we presented together some years back, he told the audience that understandinggenetics helps greatly to reduce and remove prejudice among people.  Explaining what hemeant, he told us that knowing how a person's genetic blueprint was responsible for their form,the shape of their ears, the color of their skin, and so forth, that one would understand much ofhow people look and act and through this also discover that it is no one's fault that they lookedugly or beautiful, were tall or short, yellow or black.  None of us is able to select our parents or
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our genetics.  And so we find it possible not to blame people for their looks and form, but canappreciate and respect them for what they are.His observation is important to us here because our cultural inheritance is in many ways similarto our genetic inheritance.  As for our genetics, who and where our parents were when we wereborn, whether they were rich or poor, Buddhist or Hindu, bond or free.  Each of us comes with agenetic and cultural heritage we ourselves have not selected.  Each of us enters the stream oflife when and where we enter it and each of us stands at a different point in this stream, havingentered at a different time and place through no decision of our own.  So none of us need beashamed of where we entered.  Thus it is not our doing that the family into which we are born isreligious or irreligious, Islamic or Christian.  Respecting this fact helps very much in our listeningand learning.  We learn from this why people can not be like we are.  It enables us to developunderstanding rather than prejudice.It is with these considerations that I open the topic of religion.  We know that the word,"religion," has come into disfavor in many quarters with good reason.  We associate it todaywith murderous cults, bigotry, brutal warfare, oppression, and doctrinaire imposition.  "If that isreligion," we say, "we will have nothing to do with it."  But, nevertheless, we might well havebeen brought up within a religious family and through them have gained a religious heritage. Rather than immediately judging those whose upbringing has been different from our own, wecan, given our understanding of the nature of genetic and cultural heritage, we can move tounderstand what we see, and the people of various faith and nonfaith we meet.  In the processwe will come to wonder about the very word itself, the word, "religion."Religion and Ties that Bind Etymologically, this word means something quite different than what is implied by the troublingassociations that circumstances have compelled us to attach to it.  Apparently derived from theLatin, religio, it has to do with tying things together.  A religion is a system whose componentsare tied together to form some kind of consistent integral whole.  Religions, of course, maydiffer significantly one from another in kind and in quality.  This Huston Smith recognizes in hisscholarly comparative study of religions.  A low quality religion, for example, might degrade bothits adherents and the world in which they live.  An example is one that might exterminate theirown members in the name of their religion.  Yet a child born into such a religion must still beappreciated.  By contrast, a high quality religion is a system of thought and action in whicheverything is held together in some kind of consistency and integrity for the purpose of helpingpeople live rightly in the world.  And a child born into such a situation also must be appreciated. As people grow up and mature they may shift from low to high quality, or vice versa, for variousreasons.  But no matter, each kind and quality of religion affects how one lives in the world. None must be discounted.Religion is not something irrelevant to human life-- no matter what its label or whether it even isgiven the label, "religion."  More than being relevant, physicist Max Planck would say that it isnecessary.  In his 1937 essay on religion and science he writes, "People need science in orderto know; religion in order to act."  He explains that in everyday life that "our decisions, made byour will, cannot afford to wait until we gain complete knowledge or become omniscient.  Instead,"We need a basis for acting in the world."  As we "...stand in the stream of life, surrounded by amultitude of demands and needs" he reminds us that we often must "make quick decisions orimmediately implement certain plans." Secular philosopher, Max Oelschlaeger, supports Planck's assertion when he writes: "I think ofreligion... as being more important in the effort to conserve life on earth than all the politiciansand experts put together... My conjecture is this: There are no solutions for the systemic causesof ecocrisis, at least in democratic societies, apart from religious narrative."2
Now it may be true that some among us would prefer not to identify our system of beliefs as
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"religion," but that does not diminish the claim that it is our system of beliefs that enable us toact.  No matter what name we apply to it, not many would deny the need for "a system ofthought and action in which everything is held together in some kind of consistency and integrityfor the purpose of helping people live rightly in the world."  And this of course will soon bring usback to one such system-- the one that was my own cultural inheritance.  But before it does, wemust enter briefly the world of paradigms.Paradigms as ExamplesIt was immediately following an oral examination of a graduate student that I found another wayto get at the interesting idea of acting on things before one has a theory.  The candidate hadbeen asked to define the word, "paradigm."  His answer raised additional questions that droveme to pick up my copy of Thomas Kuhn's Structure of Scientific Revolutions when I returnedhome, and there to find the author responding, in the second edition, to the criticism that he hadused the word, "paradigm" in the first edition 22 different ways.  While not agreeing with all 22,Kuhn nevertheless affirmed that he had used the word in several different ways.  There was thedefinition that sees it as a kind of mindset out of which a culture operates-- the definition we usewhen talking about "paradigm shifts."  But there also is the definition in which "paradigm" isseen as "an example"-- an example from which theory can be developed-- an example forwhich there might yet be no theory.My immediate response to this finding, in December and January, 1995-1996 to begin writing abook on The Dunn Paradigm.  In it I told a number of stories based upon my experience inTown office.  Following each, I mined each for their lessons and principles. But now I can takethis further.  I now feel enabled to investigate the matrix within which my life is rooted and hasdeveloped as a paradigm-- as an example from which principles can be identified and theory beconstructed.My attempt to distill and systematize the principles out of which I believe I operate may ofcourse be counterproductive in the sense that those who do not take seriously the belief systemfrom which I have been operating might cast off the principles I will articulate.  But before doingso, the wise reader will recognize not only that every one of us operates out of some kind ofmatrix-- identified or not-- and that the stories and songs from which these principles aredistilled are themselves likely to be far more universal than a particular tradition.  If such storiesand songs are derived from the common quest of all human beings to discover how the worldworks, what is right and what must be done, then principles expressed in the words of onebelief system cannot simply be put aside because of their mode of presentation.  Underlying thematrices there likely are truths greater than the forms available for their expression.A Matrix of Stories, Songs, and ExpositionThe matrix of story, song, and exposition with which I entered the stream of life was one thatrespected science heartily, yet did not hold up science as arbiter of absolute truth.  Itpromulgated a system of ethics, yet continously reformed this system as knowledge from theWord and the world increased and was clarified.   It sought to bring goodness and integrity to3human life, yet did not pursue happiness or other possible by-products of goodness andintegrity for their own sakes.  It sought wholeness and care for Creation, yet was not afraid totake from Creation what was needed to sustain life and achieve contentment.  In time, I found this matrix of story, song, and exposition consistent with what is socially andecologically necessary to live rightly on earth.  Moreover, I also found that it contained theresources necessary for developing new insights for unanticipated conditions in the world andhuman society.  I also learned that much of this is consistent with Judaic and Islamic beliefsystems and other monotheistic traditions that respect the biblical heritage.  That is all to thegood of course and even to be expected, since religions should in many ways be consistentwith the way the world works.
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What then is the nature of this system of stories and songs?  In my tradition, it is a systemwhose primary source of stories and songs is the Bible, comprised of the Hebrew Bible (or OldTestament) and the New Testament.  It is a compilation of 66 books the set of which has been broadly identified as authoritative over the centuries.  Oneof these is the book of Psalms-- a collection of 150 songs to be sung-- a song book thatsometimes is published separately as a "Psalter" translated from the good Hebrew poetry inwhich it has been written into good poetry in English and hundreds of other languages, andaccompanied by music.  Being models of biblical concreteness and exemplary poetry, thePsalms usually are accompanied by other songs from across the ages, that "in spirit, form, andcontent" are positive expressions of "Scripturally religious thought and feeling" and represent"the full range of the revelation of God."   Most of the other 65 books are story books that report4historical events in the life of the early Jewish people and during the early years of Christianity,through which an understanding of what is necessary for living rightly in society and the widerCreation are conveyed.  Besides stories the collection includes the wisdom literature, of whichthe Book of Proverbs is perhaps best known, a set of New Testament letters to new Christianchurches, and at the start of the collection, the five books of Moses-- the Torah, or Law-- thatput forth in story form God's expectations for the early Hebrew people and their successors.The scholarly exposition of these stories and songs, and of the other books, is a highlydisciplined matter, conducted by highly educated scholars who are governed by the discipline ofhermeneutics-- rigorous methods of interpretation befitting a collection of books that mostbiblical scholars treat as holy and inspired by God.   The practical exposition of these stories5and songs in my youth came from the lives of the people around me, many of which wereexemplary in putting into practice upgrading the poor, visiting the sick, rehabilitating prostitutes,singing in prisons, doing honest work, and tending the land.6
Derivatives from the MatrixWhat comprises the matrix of stories, songs, and their expositions with which I entered thestream of life?  What principles can be derived from it?  How does it motivate people to strivefor a quality world?  In exploring these questions, we can use this matrix as a paradigm-- in thesense of its being an example-- and work to derive from it some general teachings andprinciples.  In so doing, I run the risk of misidentifying what these principles are.  Nevertheless,here are the principles I believe can be derived from the matrix.Authorship and Integrity of the Cosmos.--  There is but a single just and loving Author of all-that-is, including temporality and chance, who creates all creatures good and declares allcreatures good.   This means that (1) all things are consistent, justly ordered, and have7integrity, whether apparent or not.  This is captured by Einstein, for example, in his exclamation,"Raffiniert ist der Herrgott, aber boshaft ist er nicht!"   This also means that (2) the just and8discoverable consistency within the world makes science possible, including description ofprinciples and laws.The Creation and all the Creatures Belong their Creator.--  Neither the Creation, nor any of itscreatures belong to human beings, but to their Creator, who cares for all of it.  The earth is theLord's and everything in it; the sea belongs to God together with all the creatures it contains.  9Thus, (3) the things of the land and things of the sea are held in trust and must be treated withrespect and cared for.  Beyond the other creatures, we also belong to God, who cares for usand thus, (4) we need not be anxious about our lives or sustenance.Intrinsic Worth of the Creatures.--  The divine authorship of all things means that (5) creationand all its constituents have intrinsic worth apart from their utility or perceived pleasantness,and thus the whole Creation and every creature must be respected.   God loves the world and10cares for it,  and imaging God, (6) we must love the world and take care of it.  This also means11that (7) while we may make responsible use of the fruits of Creation we may not destroy itsfruitfulness.  Thus, (8) the prerogative of destruction and extinction lies only with the Creator,
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not with people.   And, (9) while we may employ creatures in responsible ways, we must not12press them relentlessly;  (10) we must assure repeated opportunity for the creatures of earth to13enjoy their rest and Creation's blessings.Human Beings as Part of Creation.-- Because we also are creatures, (11) we human beings donot stand apart from "environment" but are part and parcel of the whole.   The whole is14sometimes identified as the Creation.  The integrity of the whole Creation must be upheld andcherished, not just some favorite "parts."  Furthermore, (12) as the rest of Creation serves usso should we serve the rest of Creation.   Con-service and con-servation is the rule.15
Human Beings as Imagers of God.--  Yet, (13) as con-servants, human beings have a specialhonor not shared with any other creature, of imaging God's love to the world.   It is a special16honor with special responsibility.  God is love; and we should image God's love.  Imaging theCreator's love and care for the creatures prevents us from abusing them, compels us to haveconcern for the biosphere, and brings us to protect and conserve it.  Thus, (14) human beingsare called to be earth keepers.   Earthkeeping is an important way of imaging God's love for17the world.Penalty for Eschewing our Reflection of God's love.-- While expected to image God's love forthe world out of love and gratitude to God, (15) people who despise God's laws and destroy theearth, themselves will be destroyed.   Yet (16) people who believingly practice God's love for18the world will have everlasting life.19
Creation is a Powerful Teacher.--  The just and discoverable consistency of Creation is rootedin God's order and thus (17) for those who study the works of Creation, Creation is a powerfulteacher.  Thus, (18) having been created justly and rightly by God, the Creation is in many waysnormative, and its normativity can inform its observers not only how the world works, but alsohow the world ought to work.   For example, the Creation teaches in many ways that biological20death is basic to life, contrary to what one might surmise if they separated themselves fromobserving natural ecosystems function.  Mindless Selection Should be Constrained in Mindful Society.--  Darwinian principles mayoperate creatively and thoughtlessly in the biotic world.  However, (19) when thoughtlessDarwinian principles are found to operate in the thoughtful world of human beings, they must beconstrained and even countered in order to assure sustainability of human society and theCreation.   Thus, (20) fitness of human culture comes not from seeking the supremacy of the21individual, race, nationality, sex, or economic status but from service to Creation and humancommunity.  Self-interest is always secondary to seeking God's rule.  Therefore (21) whateverbenefits accrue to one's self come as by-products of seeking the integrity of the wholeCreation.22
Contentment Rather than Maximization is a Worthy Goal.--  Given God's ownership of allthings, and human responsibility to God, (22) the aim of human beings and human societiesshould be contentment, not the maximization of things, or pleasure, or accomplishments.  23Thus, (23) whatever things we hold in trust, whatever joy we experience, and whateveraccomplishments we achieve should come as by-products of our loving and self-giving service. Contentment is worth far more than money, possessions, wealth, or fame-- to us and to the restof Creation.Truth Must Always be Sought.--  In whatever human beings do or say, in whatever they learnand teach about the world and how things ought to be, and in whatever actions they take in theworld, (24) human beings must consistently be truthful and seek the truth, nevermisrepresenting the world nor what is happening within and to the world.   Thus, (25) when24there is danger people must sound the alarm;  when there is no danger they must not be25alarmist.  When there is need for prophets they should prophesy; (26) when corrective actionsresult from the warning of prophets, the prophets should rejoice and not grumble.   Moreover,26
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1. I am reminded here of what a colleague of mine recently said: "I sure am glad I was not afriend of Jesus Christ.  I have no doubt he was a very good person, who did everything as itshould be done.  And that is just my problem.  If I were his friend I just could not have the fun Iam having now.2. Oelschlaeger, p. 5.3. A phrase I learned in my youth that expresses this is Ecclesia reformata semper refermandumest -- "the reformed church is ever reforming."

(27) when there is need to know people should seek to find out.  And, (28) when there isconfusion people should seek to clarify.  Thus, (29) truth must be defended and consistently besought.The Whole Creation Praises its Creator.--  Finally, (30) the whole Creation gives testimony toGod's divinity and everlasting power.   Thus, (31) in our life and work we should help others27share in receiving Creation's testimony and (32) we should assure that the testimony of thecreatures and of Creation to their Creator is not diminished or extinguished.Striving for a Quality WorldEarly on we asked, "If given the opportunity, would we strive for a quality world?  If so, what is itthat would enable or motivate us to engage and persist in such seeking?  What would make usstrive relentlessly for integrity in land and in life?  The answer to this basic question is implicit inmy "derivatives from the matrix" set forth above.  Yes, we would strive for a quality world if,among other things we believed that we should be about imaging God's love for the world in ourlife and work.  Our motivation would come from pursuing and restoring the integrity in responseto its Author, whose integrity we wish to image with our own.  We would strive for this integrityout of gratitude to the Author and Finisher of our own worthfulness.  We would do so in order toreturn to our Creator the worth-ship that flows from our God-given worthfulness.  Striving for aquality world would for us be a kind of grateful worship.Getting it All Together"How do you as a scientist, a student of the Scriptures, and someone directly involved in townpolitics, put it all together?" the students had asked me.  With a triangle sketched on a napkin,with the words "Science," "Ethics," and "Praxis" written on its corners, I explained how I keptscience, ethics, and praxis in dynamic interaction.  Action flowed from combining scientific andethical knowledge.  With this sketch I had begun an heuristic exercise that did not end thatevening but would continue to what I would articulate here: my own development grows from amatrix of story telling and song singing that, together with their expository proclamation in wordand deed, provided the basis for action-- action that could be taken even when there was yet noframework or theory.  Thus my science does not operate on its own, but in tandem with what Ihave described here as quality Religion, defined as a system of thought and action in whicheverything is held together in some kind of consistency and integrity for the purpose of helpingpeople live rightly in the world.  High quality religion, so defined, is not only relevant, butnecessary for living rightly on earth.  Quality religio is needed for "getting it all together." 

Endnotes
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